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Would you like more information or a  
competitive quotation?

If so, please contact us. You can quickly request a quotation,  

but we would of course be very happy to give you personal  

consultation. You will find our contact details below.  

We look forward to seeing you!

Limeta B.V.
Adress  Dammekant 129b, 2411 CC Bodegraven NL

 P.O. Box 76, 2410 AB Bodegraven NL

Telephone +31(0)172 613 959

Fax   +31(0)172 617 507

E-mail   info@limeta.nl

Internet   www.limeta.nl

All prices listed are ex-works and excluding VAT. Prices are valid in 2017. We can send 

you the General Terms and Conditions of Sale and Delivery upon request. Printing and 

typesetting errors reserved. All our fixtures come with a two-year warranty.
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Bannervision
High-grade LED technology in a vandalism-proof lighting fixture 

lights up your flagpole and banner from below, giving your logo 

or text much added attention value. This lighting fixture can  

be adapted to any flagpole and is extremely well-suited to  

flagpoles with a hoistable lighting support bracket or an anti-

theft system, or to rotating flagpoles.

Suitable for flagpoles up to 177 mm diameter   e 950.00

PoleLed (Extended)
A lighting fixture consisting of a circle of LEDs 

that is mounted on the flagpole immediately 

below the flag. This makes your flag visible 

not only by day, but 24/7.

Suitable for flagpoles up to 114 mm diameter  

e 375.00

Suitable for flagpoles up to 145 mm diameter  

e 991.00

Amplio
Linear lighting that can be interconnected 

and that has been specially developed for 

lighting banners, frames, logos and buildings.

In black or silver 30 cm  e 358.00

In black or silver 60 cm  e 564.00

Flagpole lighting

Your message  
visible at all times!

Advertising and façade lighting

Do you want to light your flagpoles so 

that your message is visible 24/7?

You can find such lighting at Limeta, 

the flagpole specialist.

Our range includes a variety of high-grade, energy-efficient  

LED lighting solutions which will enhance your visibility and 

name recognition. This brochure will give you a clear overview 

of our lighting solutions for your flags, advertising messages 

and façades.

View our website www.limeta.nl/verlichting or 

phone us on +31 (0)172 – 613959

PoleLED

Bannervision

Diluvio

Rotterdam City Hall  

illuminated by Amplio,  

Diluvio and PoleLed lighting.

FrameLed
Unique linear lighting made specially to 

light façade banners and tubular frames. 

The FrameLed’s design is also in the shape 

of a frame, which makes the fixture virtually 

invisible.

Per meter  € 128.00

Diluvio
A durable lighting fixture that ensures  

your banner, advertising message, building  

or vehicle fleet is lit in an attractive and 

energy-efficient manner.

In black    e 770.00


